
Immoveable Objects: Penalty or No Penalty “For Senior Men’s League Only” 

Most Immoveable obstructions on a golf course you get to take relief from, without penalty. At River 

Oaks the pump house/well on hole # 3; sprinkler heads, are good examples of no penalty areas. 

There are some immoveable obstructions that you can not take relief from without penalty. This would 

include;  

 the netting on hole # 2,  

 railways ties placed on hole # 3, 4, 6 and hole # 11 to keep your ball from going into a penalty 

area. 

 When walls, fences, railings form the boundary of the course, they are deemed to be fixed.  

 Culverts and bridges in a hazard area holes #9, 10,18, & bridge on 14  

 These are integral parts of the course or part of a hazard area and no free drop.  

You can always attempt to play the ball in some way. If you decide not to play it, you may proceed under 
Rule 19 (ball unplayable), in which theoretically at least, you have three options, all under penalty of one 
stroke. 

1. you can go back to where you last played from;  
2. drop within two club-lengths not nearer the hole;  
3. or go back as far as you like on a line keeping the point where your ball lies between you and the 

flag.  
Obviously when you do drop, be sure to do it from knee height as was outlined in the new Rules of Golf 
changes in 2019. 

Culverts: The culverts at holes #9, 10, & 18 are into a hazard area, no free drop if your ball lands into one of 

them. The culvert at hole # 12 is not into the hazard area.   It is there for the cart path leading to hole #13.  

You get free relief if your ball lands into it. 

Bridges: The bridge on hole # 14 over a hazard area. Hazard areas do not have any vertical boundaries. If your 

ball lands on the bridge, no free lift. 

“The roped areas on holes #14; 15 and 11 is a little ambiguous but they were put there to keep players from 

driving the carts into the river and therefore not an integral part of the golf course”, free lift.  

Due to Covid-19 it makes it impossible for our Senior Men’s Committee to meet and talk about items like this. 

As a Senior Men’s group we are out to enjoy the game as much as possible so the conclusion is as follows.  

Conclusion:  During our regular Senior Men’s play, including match play and our senior group tournaments 

we can take relief without penalty from the railway ties on holes(# 3, 4, 6 and hole # 11). Also take relief from 

all previously mentioned culvert & bridges.  The netting on #2 is an “OB” boundary. You don’t have to go back 

to where you last hit it. Under the new rule (2019) you can take relief by bringing it back into play under the 

new 2 stroke penalty rule. During club championships remember the actual rule “Some Immoveable Objects 

will cost you a penalty stroke”.  
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